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Amache as 
depicted by 
artists working 
for the camp 
newspaper. 

US Government 
Document. 



Japanese American business closed when its proprietors were “evacuated”  This 
Dorthea Lange photograph was censored by federal government who paid for her to 
document the internment process.



This photograph was among many in a scrapbook that was kept in storage 
by its owner. It was donated to the museum by her descendants.
Courtesy of the Amache Preservation Society, Akaki Collection.



Volunteers and students at the Amache museum, Granada, CO, Summer 2012



Exhibit opening, Spring 2012



Example object label from Connecting the Pieces, Spring 2012



Original “Evacuation” Order posters in the archives at Fresno State University



Amache descendant and project volunteer points to the location of his 
mother’s barrack.  Note the historic map calls it the “Granada Relocation 
Center.”



Exhibit team meeting with student, former Amache incarceree, and her niece, 2012



7K.1.1 Cracker Jack Toy –
Rider on Horse

Example object from powerpoint shared with student & community curators



Community and student curators meet to talk about their object, a marble from Amache



Guiding questions for exhibit partner meeting:

Discuss object
• What interests you about this object?
• What important stories about Japanese American life, internment, 

or US history might this object help tell?
• Does either partner have a personal interest or family connection 

to this object, internment camps, or World War II history?
• What additional research might you each want to pursue about 

this object before writing your labels?

Discuss exhibit
• Are there any physical features of this object that should be 

highlighted in the exhibit?
• What basic information should exhibit visitors be told about this 

object? (For example should visitors know where in Amache the 
object came from?)

• What is the likely key message of each partner’s exhibit label?



Visitor at the back interactive wall during the exhibit open house, 2012



Former Amache 
incarceree looks at 
display with go 
tokens collected 
from the site



Poet Lawson Inada leading a workshop in haiku for student and community 
collaborators, 2015.



Visitor adds to the haiku tree, exhibit opening, 2015



Abalone
Hard to chew
But tastes like home

Piece of Abalone shell recovered 
from Amache



Echoes of lives lived lost 
ghosts rise from 
Amache’s dusty remains

Field photographs such as this one 
accompanied some of the exhibits



Setting up the interactive wall with photographs, 2017



Student and intergenerational community collaborators and their extended family, 2015



Amache survivor and Secretary of the Interior Deb Haaland onsite at Amache, 
February 19, 2022.  Image courtesy of Colorado Public Radio.



Traveling version of Connecting the Pieces at the Dayton, OH library, 2019.

For more about the exhibit and the Amache project visit: 
https://portfolio.du.edu/amache

https://portfolio.du.edu/amache

